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PFRH Department Mission

“To advance public health science and practice globally and domestically in order to improve the health of women, men, children, adolescents and the elderly, at both the family and the population levels.”
Opportunities to Engage
PFRH Forums: a New Conversation Series

Goals:
Re-center and connect the PFRH skills that will be at the core of public health evolution.
Build a community of PFRH students and graduates who are defined by skills and tools.
Connect the dots between what we’ve learned in class to the outside world and future careers.
Explicitly name and draw from the vast experiences and experts with these skills within our department.

Meetings:
All of PFRH is welcome: students, faculty, and staff, across all focal areas
Bi-weekly sessions with PFRH professors
Each on different “PFRH skill”
Will send additional information on first sessions: David Bishai, Beth Frederick

Anna Abelson aabelson@jhu.edu  Leah Koenig lkoenig7@jhu.edu  Yousra Yusuf vyusuf1@jhmi.edu
UPCOMING SEMINARS
Challenges for Science and Environmental Health Policy Under the New Administration
April 18, 2017
12:15 – 1:20 p.m., Hampton House Auditorium (B14B)

Can Transportation Infrastructure be a Win for Public Health Under the New Administration?
Co-sponsored by the Institute for Health and Social Policy
May 9, 2017
12:15 – 1:20 p.m., Hampton House Auditorium (B14B)
For more information, contact Susan Murrow at smurrow1@jhu.edu
Engaging in the Policy Process: A Professional Development Series for the JHSPH Community on Advancing Evidence-Informed Public Health Policy

Hosted by the Office of Public Health Practice and Training

A series of seminars developed by a group of JHSPH faculty on the timely topic of how to engage effectively with the policy process. These seminars are opportunities for professional development for all of us interested in making our voices heard.

Seminars will occur weekly on Tuesdays or Thursdays in Becton Dickinson Hall (W1020) from 8 to 9 a.m.

All seminars are recorded (link on last slide).
Practice for Students

At the Bloomberg School, there are a number of ways that students can engage in the real world of public health practice.

Internship programs provide for-credit experiences at community-based organizations or local health departments. Additionally, students can select from a variety of practice-based, academic courses offered throughout the school year, or seek out special study and independent projects to gain more experience in applying their public health knowledge.

More information available here

Office of Public Health Practice and Training
Weekly office hours: Tuesdays, 12 pm - 1:15 pm; The Daily Grind
Email: publichealthpractice@jhu.edu  Phone: 443-287-8541
Upcoming classes – 4th Term

- **300.652.01** Politics of Health Policy (4 credits) – Vicente Navarro
- **301.645.01** Health Advocacy (3 credits) – Josh Horwitz
- **306.660.01** Legal and Public Health Issues in the Regulation of Intimacy (3 credits) – Joanne Rosen
- **306.662.01** Public Health Agencies: Law, Policy and Practice (3 credits) – Helaine Rutkow
- **308.610.01** The Political Economy of Social Inequalities and Its Consequences for Health and Quality of Life (3 credits) - Vicente Navarro
- **318.864.01** Current Issues in Policy Analysis (2 credits) – Jane Sundius
Upcoming classes – 4th Term

• 380.667.01 Women's Health Policy (3 credits) – Donna Strobino

• 380.742.01 Family Health, Public Health and Policy (3 credits) – Anne Riley & Anna Davis

• 380.771.01 Understanding and Changing International Reproductive Health Policy (3 credits) – Duff Gillespie & Beth Fredrick

• 380.840 4th Term Special Studies Course: Public Health Perspectives on Abortion (2 credits) – Caroline Moreau

• 410.663.01 Media Advocacy and Public Health: Theory and Practice (3 credits) – David Jernigan
Video links to past seminars/panel discussions

• Retreat, Defense, or the Ultimate Win? Public health advocacy opportunities under the next administration: Link here

• The Executive Order on Refugees: An Emerging Public Health Crisis: Link here

• Engaging in the Policy Process: A Professional Development Series for the JHSPH Community on Advancing Evidence-Informed Public Health Policy: Link to past seminars here

• Understanding American Muslims – Seminar Series: Link to first session here